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o enhance private sector development and application of
results from federally funded research—at universities,
research institutions, and federal facilities—Congress en-
acted a series of measures during the 1980s. This appen-

dix describes these measures, and also briefly reviews federal
laws, regulations, and policies not specific to technology transfer,
but that nevertheless exert an impact on the process.

BAYH-DOLE ACT OF 1980
High rates of unemployment and inflation characterized the late
1970s and early 1980s. Policymakers turned to technology trans-
fer to rebuild, in part, what some believed to be a deteriorating in-
dustrial science and technology infrastructure. The theme of
economic competitiveness influenced most of the politics gov-
erning technology transfer during the 1980s. In fact, so far in the
1990s, economic competitiveness and technology transfer have
continued to be important issues for federal research and develop-
ment (R&D) policy.

In 1980, the Bayh-Dole Act (Public Law 96-517) became one
of the first in the series of recent congressional attempts to en-
hance the flow of results from federally funded research to devel-
opment by the private sector. Based on the belief that the private
sector would do a better job than federal agencies of commercial-
izing results of U.S. government funded research, Congress
viewed Bayh-Dole as providing a set of broad federal rules gov-
erning patent law that would encourage industry to develop feder-
ally funded research into marketable, commercial products (72).
Previous policies promoted an entirely different concept—i.e., if
the public pays for the research, then the results should be avail-
able at no cost to taxpayers (46). | 45
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Through Bayh-Dole, private parties retain pat-
ent rights via a “title in contractor” policy, which
means small businesses and nonprofit organiza-
tions, including universities, retain title to results
from federally funded contracts (71). Prior to
Bayh-Dole, some federal agencies allowed con-
tractors to retain title to their inventions, but
Bayh-Dole was the first legislation mandating a
comprehensive federal implementation of the title
in contractor policy.

As originally enacted, Bayh-Dole had some
limitations. It did not cover government-owned,
contractor-operated (GOCO) facilities. As a re-
sult, the law excluded a significant portion of fed-
eral research—primarily the U.S. Department of
Energy’s (DOE) national laboratories and univer-
sity-operated, DOE-owned facilities. Not until the
Bayh-Dole Act was amended in 1984 (Public Law
98-620) could federal agencies include research
contracts with universities that operate DOE’s na-
tional laboratories within the scope of the title in
contractor policy (71). The 1984 amendments
also provided statutory authority for the govern-
ment to dispose of patent rights to contractors and
made the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC)
the lead federal agency for technology transfer
matters (71).

STEVENSON-WYDLER ACT OF 1980
Prior to passage of Bayh-Dole, Congress enacted
the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Transfer Act
of 1980 (Public Law 96-480; also referred to as the
Technology Innovation Act). Stevenson-Wydler
established an explicit precedent for the United
States to try and capitalize on its massive invest-
ments in R&D (72). Stevenson-Wydler codified
several policies to ensure that the government had
full use of its extensive investments in science and
technology, particularly if the use was within the
mission of the agency conducting the research.
However, Stevenson-Wydler only granted per-
mission to fulfill these functions; it did not state
that technology transfer was a statutory require-
ment (71).

As part of the attempt to leverage federal in-
vestment in science and technology, Stevenson-

Wydler explicitly stated the U.S. government
should transfer technology developed at federal
facilities to state and local governments and,
wherever appropriate, the private sector. Steven-
son-Wydler also required that federal agencies ad-
ministering research establish an Office of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA)
at all government-operated or contractor-operated
laboratories with annual budgets greater than $20
million. Under Stevenson-Wydler, federal agen-
cies could spend up to 0.5 percent of their research
budgets to support of technology transfer at their
ORTAs, but no more.

Stevenson-Wydler also provided general guid-
ance on the measures the federal government
should employ to encourage technology transfer.
It stated that government’s responsibility includes
ensuring full use of results derived from federal
R&D (71). The law acknowledged the value of
technology transfer as an important economic
function and legitimized grass roots efforts to
transfer technology at the national laboratories,
but provided no means for enforcing the provision
for ORTAs (40). As a result, few agencies paid
attention to the requirement to establish ORTAs or
involve industry in cooperative projects. None of
this was lost on critics of the law, who said it was
ineffective because much of its funding was with-
held by Congress, which meant agencies had nei-
ther the personnel nor resources to comply
(36,76). During 1985 hearings on technology
transfer, the chair of the Federal Laboratory Con-
sortium for Technology Transfer testified that of
69 technical facilities supported by government
funding, less than half had a full-time person as-
signed to technology transfer and three-quarters
had no stated policy or procedure for encouraging
technology transfer (76).

FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT
OF 1986
When it became apparent that relatively few
technologies were being transferred from federal
laboratories after enactment of Stevenson-Wyd-
ler, Congress amended Stevenson-Wydler with
the Federal Technology Transfer Act (FTTA) of
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1986 (Public Law 99-502). Legislative hearings
and debate prior to passage dwelled on the loom-
ing trade imbalance, which by the mid-1980s had
extended to key high technology areas, specifical-
ly microelectronics (82). A report from the
President’s Commission on Industrial Competi-
tiveness cited the creation and application of new
technology as one of four major ways in which the
United States could become more competitive.
The Commission recommended that the federal
government manage its R&D with more concern
for commercial application and economic com-
petitiveness (66). Of primary concern to Congress
was how best to share federal R&D resources, in-
cluding personnel, with commercial entities.
FTTA also moved the discussion of technology
transfer beyond the patent provisions of Bayh-
Dole to more general discussions on how to facili-
tate cooperative R&D within federal laboratories
(66).

FTTA strengthened Stevenson-Wydler and ex-
tended the authority to explicitly promote the eco-
nomic competitiveness of American industry.
FTTA altered the emphasis of Stevenson-Wydler
from permitting the transfer of research results
from federal laboratories to requiring that agen-
cies act vigorously and work more closely with in-
dustry for successful technology transfer (40).
FTTA detailed specific measures to remedy un-
certainties about technology transfer at federal
laboratories operated by the government.

The signature feature of FTTA was the author-
ity granted to federal agencies to negotiate Coop-
erative Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs) with nonfederal parties, provided the
joint research falls within the originally chartered
mission of the laboratory (71). The initiating
and negotiating authority specifically rests with
the laboratory’s director, with final approval of
CRADAs coming from agency headquarters in
certain, limited cases (71,45). Once a CRADA is
approved, the research may begin, but no federal
funds may be used to conduct the research (72,15).
FTTA allowed federal agencies, in the CRADA
formation process, to negotiate exclusive licens-
ing terms with CRADA partners (15).

FTTA also authorized award programs for fed-
eral employees who invented or discovered any-
thing of commercial worth, and specified that
royalties from an invention to which the agency
retained rights should be shared with the individu-
al employee, up to $100,000 annually (13). When
the agencies themselves do not retain ownership
or promote any commercialization whatsoever for
an invention or discovery at a federal facility, the
employee/inventor is free to pursue a patent indi-
vidually (14,15,31). FTTA mandated that federal
agencies conducting R&D allocate a small frac-
tion of their budgets to the Federal Laboratory
Consortium (FLC), an interagency group that was
first set up by several defense laboratories in 1971
(40). FTTA also established several policies for
the laboratories to follow, including:

� technology transfer is a responsibility of each
science professional and should be included in
a position description as well as an annual per-
formance evaluation;

� each laboratory having 200 or more full-time
scientists or engineers must devote at least one
full-time career professional to the facility’s
ORTA; and

� laboratories shall participate, wherever pos-
sible, with local, state and regional authorities
to promote local economic development (71).

FTTA required the head of each agency con-
ducting research to identify and encourage per-
sons to act as third-party brokers to facilitate
technology transfer between a laboratory and a
potential user (71). FTTA also established a new
technology share program, requiring agency
heads to select one or more laboratories as the fo-
cal point for using their particular areas of scientif-
ic expertise in consortia with university and
industry members; laboratories were authorized
to contribute up to $5 million annually to each
consortium (40).

OMNIBUS TRADE AND
COMPETITIVENESS ACT OF 1988
The central goal of the Omnibus Trade and Com-
petitiveness Act (OTCA) of 1988 (Public Law
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100-418) was to enhance U.S. economic competi-
tiveness in relation to other nations. Encouraging
technology transfer from the federal government
to industry was one of several solutions the law of-
fered. OTCA established a technology extension
program comprised of several regional centers to
transfer manufacturing technologies within DOC.
It also changed the name of the National Bureau
of Standards to the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and authorized NIST to
administer the Advanced Technology Program
(ATP).

NATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1989
In 1989, Congress enacted the National Competi-
tiveness Technology Transfer Act (NCTTA)
(Public Law 101-189) in a further attempt to
open up federal laboratories to outside interests
and commercialization. NCTTA authorized all
DOE facilities to enter into CRADAs with indus-
try, placing contractor-operated national labora-
tories on equal footing with government-operated
laboratories (72). NCTTA gives preference for
CRADAs to small businesses, companies
manufacturing in the United States, or foreign
firms from countries that permit U.S. firms to en-
ter into similar agreements (40). In the case of
government-owned, contractor-operated labora-
tories, NCTTA required that conflict of interest
provisions regarding CRADAs be included in the
laboratories’ operating contracts. NCTTA also
amended the Freedom of Information Act (Public
Law 89-487) to allow federal laboratories to with-
hold from public disclosure certain proprietary
types of information resulting from cooperative or
sponsored research with industry (40).

Large contractor-operated national laborato-
ries, such as Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore,
Oak Ridge, and Argonne, were particularly af-
fected by NCTTA. Researchers from these and
other federal facilities increasingly interacted
with colleagues at scientific conferences, and
many private intermediary organizations have at-
tempted to commercially exploit the federal in-

vestment in science and technology since NCTTA
became law (40,50).

OTHER LAWS AND POLICIES AFFECTING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Technology transfer is a multifaceted process.
U.S. laws and policies not explicitly designed to
govern technology transfer affect that process.
Currently, the federal government has economic
regulations, tariffs, tax laws, subsidies, and other
actions that affect federal technology transfer, pri-
marily in response to specific interests. These
laws and policies exist without a more formal,
coordinated technology policy (69). Examples
pertinent to this study include antitrust law, con-
flict of interest policies, tax laws, and funding ini-
tiatives. This section briefly highlights a few
factors that affect technology transfer in order to
illustrate the range of mechanisms by which the
effectiveness of technology transfer efforts might
be governed.

❚ Antitrust Laws
Antitrust laws affect both public and private ef-
forts—research consortia, patent pooling, licens-
ing agreements, joint ventures, and other
alliances—to commercialize technologies in sev-
eral sectors, including microelectronics, aero-
space, electric vehicles, and biotechnology
(38,58). In general, antitrust enforcement has re-
laxed since the 1960s and 1970s, which theoreti-
cally increased flexibility for businesses to pursue
strategic objectives. In some cases legislation has
been introduced to codify exemptions for coop-
erative research (58).

With an eye toward investing in the economic
competitiveness of the U.S. technology base, sev-
eral U.S. government sponsored consortia have
been established with public and private funds.
Most of these consortia are explicitly chartered to
conduct research and sponsor development of
technologies that U.S. industry can exploit to
compete in global markets for high technology
products. For example, in the biotechnology sec-
tor, the Biotechnology Research and Develop-
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ment Corporation, a joint seven company-U.S.
Department of Agriculture research consortium in
Illinois, spends approximately $4 million per year
on biotechnology research with agricultural ap-
plications. Individual private sector consortium
members have initial rights to negotiate nonexclu-
sive and exclusive licenses from the consortium,
in support of technology transfer (58).

Such efforts could be problematic from an anti-
trust standpoint. To allow these consortia and sim-
ilar alliances to form without threat of antitrust
prosecution, Congress passed the National Coop-
erative Research Act of 1984 (Public Law
98-462). The most frequently justified exemption
from antitrust enforcement under this law is that
most research consortia focus on developing pre-
competitive technologies that are generic and
open to application by all U.S. firms in a particular
sector. No U.S firms are explicitly excluded from
joining the consortium if they invest a minimum
amount in projects undertaken by the group. The
law even allows consortia to form without the par-
ticipation of a federal agency, as long as the con-
sortium satisfies the criteria for basic research
outlined in the law. Interestingly, companies will
sometimes create a consortium for the sole pur-
pose of entering into a CRADA with a federal lab-
oratory (15).

Antitrust laws are intended to promote com-
petition in the markets for goods and services. Be-
cause a patent is, in some respects, a legal form of
a monopoly, antitrust issues sometimes emerge
and affect licensing agreements or joint ventures.
Department of Justice (DOJ) guidelines specify
nine forms of licensing behavior that qualify for
investigation (38), and the federal government has
initiated investigations into licensing agreements
and alliances in the biotechnology sector.

In one case, a cross licensing agreement be-
tween Schering-Plough and Hoffmann-La Roche
was investigated by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion (FTC) because of allegations that Hoffmann-
La Roche had improperly obtained its patent on a
method of mass producing a form of the drug in-
terferon. Based on reports that Schering-Plough
and Hoffmann-La Roche had agreed not to contest

each other’s patents by crosslicensing two related
patents for producing interferon in a bid to corner
the market, the FTC claimed that the patent claims
constituted part of a larger plan to restrict entry
(38). As of summer 1995, there had been no public
court finding on this matter. Moreover, recent acti-
vities indicate that DOJ recognizes a market for
research tools called the “innovation market.”
Currently, DOJ is scrutinizing licensing activities
that could lead to monopoly power over a research
tool in an innovation market, with the potential for
investigation of antitrust violations in cases where
licenses threaten the competitive nature of these
markets (10).

Currently, the role of antitrust law and its effect
on technology transfer from a federal agency to in-
dustry is unclear. However, where anticompeti-
tive practices result, the possibility of antitrust
enforcement could play a role in encouraging
transparency and competition.

❚ Conflict of Interest
Conflict of interest issues with respect to technol-
ogy transfer have emerged as a subject of consid-
erable controversy, particularly the issue of
whether conflict of interest issues inhibit technol-
ogy transfer. In this context, conflict of interest re-
fers to “a clash between public interest and the
private pecuniary interest of the individual con-
cerned” (11).

Generically, the concern over conflict of inter-
est in the case of technology transfer arises from
a fear that a researcher or administrator responsi-
ble for a discovery that a company is interested in
licensing might prejudice research results or ne-
gotiations based on a financial relationship with
the company. Some experts claim that policies
and rules governing conflict of interest are too
vague and need to be more explicit (12). Others
contend that conflict of interest concerns can in-
hibit the process of transferring research results
out of the laboratory and into the marketplace.

Academic-industry-government relationships
in the context of biomedical research can be
controversial and complicated by conflict of inter-
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est issues. The mere appearance of conflict of in-
terest can inhibit technology transfer, particularly
in the biotechnology sector (12).

Conflict of interest restrictions seek to prohibit
or deter conflicts between official public duties of
a government employee and the employee’s per-
sonal financial interests (18 U.S.C 208). These
provisions seek to serve the public’s interest by
prohibiting or regulating possible influences upon
a public official that might arise from the personal
financial holdings, dealings, or ownerships of the
government employee or his or her immediate
family, or from current or prospective employ-
ment in the private sector (59).

Provisions relating to conflict of interest for
federal employees are based on federal laws and
regulations (59). DOJ is responsible for investi-
gating conflict of interest cases and enforcing all
federal conflict of interest laws. As required by
Office of Personnel Management regulations,
agencies promulgate their own regulations and
prescribe additional standards of ethical conduct
as needed because of the special activities of that
agency (99). Each agency is instructed to provide
ethics counseling, guidance, and advice to its em-
ployees, and to keep its employees informed of
ethical requirements and current standards of con-
duct.

Government conflict of interest regulations
also apply to nongovernment institutions. The
Public Health Service (PHS) has published pro-
posed guidelines for recipients of extramural re-
search grants (18), which, as a condition of
funding, must be embodied in each grantees’ con-
flict of interest policy. At a scientific conference
in early 1993, one DOE official blamed some of
the difficulty of dealing with the bureaucracy in-
volved in administering technology transfer on
the fear of conflict of interest regulations in gener-
al, along with the potential for vigorous DOJ in-
vestigation coupled with congressional oversight
(54).

❚ Tax Laws and Policies
Fiscal policy, embodied in U.S. tax law, can play
an important role in technology transfer in several

ways. In 1954, the Internal Revenue Service be-
gan to affect commercial innovation when it im-
plemented a rule that allowed businesses to treat
R&D expenditures as current business expenses
for tax purposes (69). Regularly renewed by Con-
gress since enactment, the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA; Public Law 97-34) pro-
vides tax credits for R&D within the company or
under contract to another organization, such as a
university. In a 1985 survey of biotechnology
companies, 20 percent reported that they had
benefited from ERTA. Survey respondents
claimed that ERTA was important in promoting
their support of university research (15). Indus-
trial support for research frequently augments fed-
eral funding for research at a university and
inventions become eligible for technology trans-
fer under Bayh-Dole (23).

Proposed tax credits also can affect the flow of
money to research, and hence, potentially to
technology transfer processes. Part of a corpora-
tion’s financial planning for future expenditures
and resource allocation involve the use of R&D
tax credits. All other things being equal, if R&D
expenses can be deducted from federal tax pay-
ments, R&D likely will be stimulated—either in
a corporate laboratory or the university where the
firm sponsors the research. Again, the potential
then exists to create a larger research base that of-
fers greater opportunities for technology transfer
and commercialization. However, no guarantee
exists that such a tax credit will directly enhance
opportunities for technology transfer per se.

Guidelines exist for federal government licens-
ing professionals. These guidelines illustrate the
significant federal income tax consequences for
both parties involved in an intellectual property
transaction (65). For example, the licensee to any
technology may claim a federal tax deduction for
payments made to the licensor as a business ex-
pense. In addition, there may be tax advantages,
depending on the specific nature of the transac-
tion, to the licensor. If the intellectual property
transaction meets certain threshold qualifications,
the transfer is treated as a sale. In this case, the sell-
er may deduct the unamortized capital costs of the
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technology being transferred, and also claim capi-
tal gains tax treatment (65). Moreover, the cost of
a patent may be amortized over the patent term.
The transfer of technology to foreign entities also
can create tax advantages, depending on the char-
acteristics of the transfer.

The tax code can thus be used to encourage
technology transfer, whether through licensing or
the assignment of patent rights. However, any
consideration of tax codes as an instrument of
technology transfer policy must also balance the
potential costs of any changes, such as bureaucrat-
ic complexity and unintended loophole effects.
Nonprofit research institutions also risk jeopar-
dizing their tax exempt status, depending on the
nature of cooperative research relationships with
industrial partners.

❚ Funding Initiatives
Funding for technology transfer and commercial-
ization occurs at the national, state, and local lev-
els. Federal funding for the FLC is earmarked
from each large U.S. government laboratory’s

budget. Congress appropriates most funding for
technology transfer based on research at federal
laboratories. An example of a specific federal
funding initiative, administered through NIST, is
ATP.

ATP is designed to help U.S. companies bring
innovative technologies to civilian applications in
the marketplace. Through ATP, NIST awards
funds to successful applicants and then provides
development and technology transfer assistance
to help companies get closer to commercializing
their work. ATP is generally viewed as a success-
ful government initiative by some industry ob-
servers and participants (50). However, under the
initial ATP rules, rights to intellectual property
emerging from ATP consortium R&D were auto-
matically assigned to the industrial partner, even
if a university participates in the R&D process.
Currently, universities are concerned that this
could erode their rights—granted under Bayh-
Dole—to title of federally funded inventions aris-
ing from research performed at universities.


